Traditional iterative tomographic reconstruction methods resort to gradient decent methods and require significant computation due to slow convergence. We divide the iterative reconstruction into two stages in the image and Radon spaces, respectively. First, we refine the reconstruction result by image space adaptive filtering. This finds a feasible update direction based on signal modeling. Second, we minimize the discrepancy between the sinograms along the update direction in Radon space and guarantee convergence. Reconstruction from clinical data using the proposed algorithm converges extremely fast and provides satisfactory reconstruction results in far fewer iterations than traditional methods.
INTRODUCTION
Tomographic image reconstruction techniques are of great interest to medical imaging, sonar/radar imaging, product inspection and geophysical imaging. Tomographic imaging reconstructs an image from a set of projection measurements that are described by the Radon Transform [1] . However, the number and quality of the projections is often limited in practice. For example, much of the recent attention is directed to low-dose diagnostic tomographic imaging to reduce the risks of excessive radiation, which greatly restricts the number and the quality of the projection measurements. Non-iterative algorithms, such as Filtered Back Projection (FBP) [1, 2] , cannot handle this situation well and produce significant streak artifacts. Interpolation in Radon space is proposed to reduce artifacts [3, 4] . However, the prior knowledge dealing with the null space of the projections is usually more difficult than signal modeling in the image space.
Iterative methods [5] usually achieve better results by incorporating prior knowledge in the image space to regularize the reconstruction in an iterative optimization scheme. The objective function typically consists of a data fidelity term (matching between the measured sinogram and the forward projections of the reconstructed image) and a regularization term (e.g., smooth surface with edge modeling). However, the Siemens Corporate Research, Inc. Intelligent Vision and Reasoning Department Princeton, NJ, 08540
optimization is usually based on the gradient decent method. The derivative on the data fidelity term results in a back projection in each iteration, which provides blurry results and converges slowly [5] . Furthermore, the step size to update in the gradient-decent direction is usually set small due to convergence issues, which further slows down the convergence. In this paper, we focus on low-dose Computerized Tomography (CT) and propose a novel two-stage framework. Instead of optimizing the data fidelity term and the regularization term simultaneously, we divide the reconstruction into two simpler optimization steps, similar to the alternating minimization algorithm in blind image deblurring [6] . First, we find a good direction to update the reconstruction image to better fit the observed sinogram. FBP based on the residual sinogram provides a better update direction than back projection. But simple FBP might not satisfy the prior signal models (e.g., significant streak artifacts with restricted number of projections). We propose an adaptive filter in the image space to enforce the regularization term and refine the FBP result into signal subspace. Second, given the update direction in signal subspace (i.e., the refined FBP result), we minimize the residual error between the sinograms by projecting the residual sinogram to the Radon transform of the update direction. Optimal step size can be found to update the reconstruction and minimize the mean square error of the residual sinogram. The iterative process continues until convergence. This new framework can always find the optimal step size to update the reconstruction and guarantees convergence. Experiments from clinical low-dose CT data demonstrate that the new framework converges in just a few iterations. In addition, it provides a much better result for a restricted number of iterations than traditional iterative methods. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed two-stage algorithm. Section 3 discusses the detailed implementation of the adaptive image filtering in the image space. Section 4 evaluates the algorithm and conclusions are given in Section 5.
TWO-STAGE ITERATIVE RECONSTRUCTION
Traditional iterative methods discretize the Radon transform operator to form weight factors between each image pixel intensity and each sinogram value. This contribution set is the system matrix A (i.e., forward projection). By stacking the known sinogram values into a vector b, the reconstruction problem can be formulated as solving a linear system of a vector x representing the unknown image to be reconstructed: Ax = b. Regularization based on signal properties (e.g., smooth surface and edge modeling) is usually necessary to assure valid solutions due to the ill-posed nature of inverse problems. The objective function can be designed as follows J =IAx-b 2 + aolRxll2 residue estimate sino(i±l) with a step size a(i). Based (1) where 1 Ax -b 2 is the data fidelity term and a is the weight of the regularization term Rx 2 . The optimization is usually done by gradient decent methods based on the derivative (3) (4) (5) Since the update direction (i.e., I(i)AR) has already been refined based on the regularization term, the remaining task is to find the optimal a(i) to minimize the data fidelity term
where AT represents the back projection operator. Unfortunately, back projection derived from the derivative cannot pick up the high frequency structures in the image effectively and suffers from slow convergence [5] .
Our objectives are in two-folds. In the second stage, the Radon transform of '(i)AR provides the update direction in Radon space stnO(i)AR to enforce the data fidelity constraint, producing a new sinogram (6) a(i) can be obtained by setting the derivative of (6) to zero a(j) (sino ')sino(i)AR)/ StfO(i)AR (7) This two-stage framework can be illustrated by Figure 1 In the second term of (9), using predetermined weights for averaging to achieve a smooth signal, If bp, causes blurring in the vicinity of edges. Many schemes (e.g., nonlinear diffusion, adaptive bilateral algorithms [7] ) are designed to optimize this. A detailed discussion showing the connection of the bilateral algorithm to nonlinear diffusion and other adaptive filtering schemes can be found in [8] . Here we choose the bilateral algorithm for obtaining Ifbp because it is efficient and non-iterative. While normal low pass filtering averages the neighboring pixel intensity values with decreasing weights for pixels at larger distances, a bilateral filter adds a second dimension to measure radiometric similarity. This dimension assigns greater weights to those neighboring pixels with an intensity that is similar to the center pixel intensity. Figure 2(d) proves that the proposed algorithm converges much faster and achieves a better solution within a restricted number of iterations. For visual comparison, the traditional iterative scheme after 10 iterations (Figure 3(a) ) shows a blurred reconstruction. Reconstruction after 50 iterations using the traditional iterative scheme provides a more reasonable reconstruction (Figure 3(b) ), but it still cannot beat the proposed method using just 10 iterations (Figure 3(c) ). In addition, the bilateral filtering in the proposed framework is much faster than the back projection procedure and does not increase the computation of each iteration dramatically. With significantly faster convergence rate, the proposed algorithm yields an improved reconstruction and dramatic computational savings without sacrificing spatial resolution. 
CONCLUSION
We have developed a fast two-stage iterative framework for tomographic image reconstruction which combines the benefits of the edge preserving artifact reduction and efficient optimization. This has been achieved by adaptive bilateral filtering to modulate the FBP reconstruction in image space, which generates a refined update direction regularized by prior constraints. Data fidelity in Radon space is achieved by projecting the measured sinogram to the Radon transform of the modulated FBP. The proposed framework finds the optimal step size to reduce the sinogram residual. Evaluation of clinical images demonstrates the advantages and effectiveness of our approach. 
